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After best-selling author Dr. Wayne W. Dyer left the physical plane in 2015, psychic medium
Karen Noé began receiving very profound and specific messages from him for his family—and
for the world. While Wayne comes through to Karen singularly, he also comes through together
with a group of other celestial beings called the We Guides, which includes Saint Francis of
Assisi and countless other angels and ascended masters.Wayne and the We Guides share 33
concepts that make up the We Consciousness —and they all point toward your becoming an
instrument of peace. In order to extend peace outside of yourself, you must first feel peace within
yourself. You must expect to see peace everywhere, and acknowledge the infinite peace that
you are. Then you must live that identity to the fullest.After understanding and applying these
ideas, you will be able to create miracles in your life and the lives of others as well. You’ll learn
how to create heaven right here on earth.

“We Consciousness shows us how to undo the optical delusion of separation—which is the
primary cause of all lack and suffering—and thereby help the world evolve in the direction of
love. I recommend it wholeheartedly.”— Robert Holden, author of Loveability and co-author with
Louise Hay of Life Loves You“Renowned psychic medium Karen Noé has the profound ability to
communicate with the deceased. In this awe-inspiring book, We Consciousness, Karen
discusses philosophical truths that she has received from the late Wayne Dyer, ascended
masters, angels, and celestial beings. Filled with spiritual insights, this book will reveal powerful
principles that will transform your life as you embark on this soulful path to a more peaceful and
joyous life.”— Anita Moorjani, New York Times best-selling author of Dying to Be Me and What If
This Is Heaven“When we lost Dr. Wayne Dyer in August of 2015, I was sad for myself for losing a
friend and teacher, and also for the world for losing such a powerful voice. I mourned the fact
that we wouldn’t hear Dr. Dyer’s wisdom and messages of hope at a time when we so badly
need them. Then I read Karen Noe’s book, We Consciousness, and I was comforted by reading
the 33 messages of love and compassion she shares. When I closed my eyes, I could hear Dr.
Dyer’s voice as clearly as I did on his weekly radio show. I can rest assured that we can still
count on Dr. Dyer’s wisdom as relayed through Karen’s gift of mediumship. Thank you, Karen, for
sharing with us these simple and powerful truths and reminding us that our loved ones are just a
thought away.”— Diane Ray, director of programming, Unity Media Network, and former co-host
with Dr. Wayne Dyer on his weekly Hay House Radio show “I had the great pleasure of meeting
Karen Noé several years back, and I instantly liked her. What struck me about her was how
incredibly humble and genuine she was—despite the fact that her ability to communicate with
the world of spirit was up there with the best! In this new book, We Consciousness, Karen takes
this to an even higher level by not only bringing through the messages of Wayne Dyer, but also



channeling the 33 most important truths that he, St. Francis, and a litany of other wonderful
guides and angels bring forth! In my work with the Angel Margaret, she has often spoken of the
fact that we are all one and that we share the same consciousness; the more we come to
understand the truths of that connection, the greater the chance we have to create heaven on
earth. This book may well be the first step on that wonderful journey!”— Gerry Gavin, author of
Messages from Margaret and If You Could Talk to an Angel“Karen Noé, the internationally
celebrated psychic medium and author, has penned a spiritual masterpiece with her new book,
We Consciousness, which behooves all humans to embrace love, compassion, and forgiveness
for all humans, Mother Earth, and all the creatures who share our planet. Ms. Noé, who channels
wisdom from Dr. Wayne Dyer, St. Francis of Assisi, ascended masters, and other wise spirits,
provides the reader with 33 profound truths that will open the door to the peace, harmony, and
happiness we all yearn for our planet. She makes it clear that it is incumbent on us all to follow
these truths to expand our consciousness, raise our vibrations, and become beacons of light for
others to follow. This book is a must-read for those who want to transform our planet into a warm
and loving home for all its inhabitants.”— Garnet Schulhauser, best-selling author of Dancing on
a Stamp, Dancing Forever with Spirit, Dance of Heavenly Bliss, and Dance of Eternal Rapture
“As this beautiful book expertly illustrates, in order to experience peace and love within, we have
to express it without. Love is the essence of the soul. This is part of the reason why I felt so
instantly drawn to Karen Noé. Karen doesn’t just talk about the importance of being an
instrument of peace in this world; she is that peace. She doesn’t just talk about the importance of
giving and expressing love for others; she is that love. True, Karen is a gifted psychic medium,
but more importantly, she is a caring, kind, loving person who truly wants to help others. She is a
blessing beyond words to me and so many. As you read We Consciousness and the 33 profound
truths brought through by the late Wayne Dyer and others in the celestial realm, prepare to be
inspired and transformed.”— Josie Varga, author of Visits from Heaven, Divine Visits, and A Call
from Heaven: Personal Accounts of Deathbed Visits, Angelic Visions and Crossings to the Other
Side “I am blessed to have worked with Karen Noé for a number of years and have always been
struck by her professionalism, her sensitivity, her insight, and her profound wisdom. On a
personal note, my family and I have also been the recipients of her spiritual gifts. Through
profound tragedy, Karen helped all of us understand that our loved ones never leave us and that
their light shines through even our darkest storms. I am abundantly grateful for Karen’s presence
in our lives . . . And once you read We Consciousness, you will be as well.”— Carole Brody Fleet,
author of Widows Wear Stilettos and Loss Is a Four-Letter Word“We met Karen in person at a
time of tremendous grief. Our husband and father, Dr. Wayne Dyer, had just recently crossed
over, and we were feeling the enormous weight of that loss. Karen came into our lives, and from
that moment on, each of us knew that our father was still with us. She has been an angel to all of
us during these first few months of losing our dad, and her presence in our lives has been a gift
we feel our dad orchestrated from the other side. Karen has the gift of talking to the angels and
to loved ones who have passed, and her messages from our dad are so specific that we knew



they could only be coming from him. Karen has given us the greatest gift during the first year of
processing our loss; she has given us the knowing that someone who loves you never, ever
leaves you. The comfort we have received from our time and conversations with Karen is
indescribable. At times it felt as though we were actually sitting there talking to our father and
husband. We, as a family, have come to know Karen and to love her.”— The Dyer Family“Karen
Noé has a profound gift that she shares with the world, and this new book is more of her allowing
us to witness her own desire to serve others. She is a blessing.”— Marcelene Dyer, Wayne’s
wife“Karen Noé has proven to be a complete godsend to our family. . . . The timing and intensity
of the messages are truly a gift from God, and I am forever grateful to have Karen Noé and her
amazing gifts in my life.”— Tracy Dyer, Wayne’s daughter“Karen Noé is such a gift, and she has
helped countless people learn how to heal and understand what happens after someone leaves
us. I am forever grateful to her.”— Skye Dyer, Wayne’s daughter“Karen Noé is the real deal. Her
gift has singularly changed my perception of life after death. . . . Karen has opened my heart and
given me the gift of knowing that our loved ones are still with us, even after they die. For that I will
be forever grateful.”— Sommer Wayne Dyer Camp, Wayne’s daughter“Karen’s ability to
communicate on behalf of my dad is truly astounding. I am so grateful that my dad placed her in
our lives. She is a blessing to the entire Dyer family.”— Serena Dyer, Wayne’s daughter“This
message from my father, through Karen Noé, allowed me to stay confident in the direction of my
dreams, and brought me deep peace just at the moment when I needed it the most.”— Sands
Dyer, Wayne’s son “Karen Noé has been an immeasurable guide in helping me learn to hear
and feel my dad from the other side. She has given my family and myself messages from my dad
that are intensely personal and precise. I know without a doubt that Karen is communicating with
my dad.”— Saje Dyer, Wayne’s daughterAbout the AuthorKaren Noé is a renowned New Jersey–
based psychic medium, spiritual counselor, and healer with a two-year waiting list. She is the
author of three books on the afterlife and mediumship. She is the owner and founder of the
Angel Quest Center in Ramsey, New Jersey, where she teaches classes, gives readings, and
practices alternative healing. You can listen to Karen on The Angel Quest Radio Show by tuning
in to www.wrcr.com on the first Saturday of every month at 1pm EST. To sign up for Karen’s
newsletter and to find out more about her, please visit her website at www.karennoe.com. --This
text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Praise for Karen Noé andWe Consciousness“We Consciousness shows us how to undo the
opticaldelusion of separation—which is the primary cause of alllack and suffering—and thereby
help the world evolve in thedirection of love. I recommend it wholeheartedly.”— Robert Holden,
author of Loveability andco-author with Louise Hay of Life Loves You“Renowned psychic
medium Karen Noé has the profoundability to communicate with the deceased. In this awe-
inspiringbook, We Consciousness, Karen discusses philosophical truthsthat she has received
from the late Wayne Dyer, ascendedmasters, angels, and celestial beings. Filled with
spiritualinsights, this book will reveal powerful principles that willtransform your life as you
embark on this soulful pathto a more peaceful and joyous life.”— Anita Moorjani, New York
Times best-selling author ofDying to Be Me and What If This Is Heaven“When we lost Dr. Wayne
Dyer in August of 2015, I was sad formyself for losing a friend and teacher, and also for the world
forlosing such a powerful voice. I mourned the fact that we wouldn’thear Dr. Dyer’s wisdom and
messages of hope at a time when we sobadly need them. Then I read Karen Noe’s book, We
Consciousness,and I was comforted by reading the 33 messages of love andcompassion she
shares. When I closed my eyes, I could hear Dr.Dyer’s voice as clearly as I did on his weekly
radio show. I can restassured that we can still count on Dr. Dyer’s wisdom as relayedthrough
Karen’s gift of mediumship. Thank you, Karen, for sharingwith us these simple and powerful
truths and reminding us thatour loved ones are just a thought away.”— Diane Ray, director of
programming, Unity Media Network,and former co-host with Dr. Wayne Dyer on hisweekly Hay
House Radio show“I had the great pleasure of meeting Karen Noéseveral years back, and I
instantly liked her. What struckme about her was how incredibly humble and genuineshe is—
despite the fact that her ability to communicate withthe world of spirit is up there with the best! In
this new book,We Consciousness, Karen takes this to an even higher level by notonly bringing
through the messages of Wayne Dyer, but alsochanneling the 33 most important truths that he,
St. Francis,and a litany of other wonderful guides and angels bring forth!In my work with the
Angel Margaret, she has often spoken of thefact that we are all one and that we share the same
consciousness;the more we come to understand the truths of that connection,the greater the
chance we have to create heaven on Earth.This book may well be the first step on that
wonderful journey!”— Gerry Gavin, author of Messages from Margaretand If You Could Talk to
an Angel“As this beautiful book expertly illustrates, in order toexperience peace and love within,
we have to express it without.Love is the essence of the soul. This is part of the reason why Ifelt
so instantly drawn to Karen Noé. Karen doesn’t just talkabout the importance of being an
instrument of peace in thisworld; she is that peace. She doesn’t just talk about the importanceof
giving and expressing love for others; she is that love.True, Karen is a gifted psychic medium,
but more importantly,she is a caring, kind, loving person who truly wants to help others.She is a
blessing beyond words to me and so many. As you readWe Consciousness and the 33 profound
truths brought through bythe late Wayne Dyer and others in the celestial realm,prepare to be
inspired and transformed.”— Josie Varga, author of Visits from Heaven, Divine Visits, andA Call
from Heaven: Personal Accounts of Deathbed Visits,Angelic Visions, and Crossings to the Other



Side“Karen Noé, the internationally celebrated psychic medium andauthor, has penned a
spiritual masterpiece with her new book,We Consciousness, which behooves all humans to
embrace love,compassion, and forgiveness for all humans, Mother Earth, andall the creatures
who share our planet. Ms. Noé, who channelswisdom from Dr. Wayne Dyer, St. Francis of Assisi,
ascendedmasters, and other wise spirits, provides the reader with 33profound truths that will
open the door to the peace, harmony,and happiness we all yearn for our planet. She makes it
clearthat it is incumbent on us all to follow these truths to expandour consciousness, raise our
vibrations, and become beacons oflight for others to follow. This book is a must-read for
thosewho want to transform our planet into a warm andloving home for all its inhabitants.”—
Garnet Schulhauser, best-selling author of Dancing on a Stamp,Dancing Forever with Spirit,
Dance of Heavenly Bliss,and Dance of Eternal Rapture“We met Karen in person at a time of
tremendous grief.Our husband and father, Dr. Wayne Dyer, had just recentlycrossed over, and
we were feeling the enormous weight of thatloss. Karen came into our lives, and from that
moment on,each of us knew that our father was still with us. She hasbeen an angel to all of us
during these first few months oflosing our dad, and her presence in our lives has been agift we
feel our dad orchestrated from the other side.“Karen has the gift of talking to the angels andto
loved ones who have passed, and her messages fromour dad are so specific that we knew they
could only becoming from him. Karen has given us the greatest giftduring the first year of
processing our loss; she has givenus the knowing that someone who loves you never,ever
leaves you. The comfort we have received from ourtime and conversations with Karen is
indescribable.At times, it felt as though we were actually sitting theretalking to our father and
husband. We, as a family,have come to know Karen and to love her.”— The Dyer Family“Karen
Noé has a profound gift that she shares with the world,and this new book is more of her allowing
us to witness herown desire to serve others. She is a blessing.”— Marcelene Dyer, Wayne’s
wife“Karen Noé has proven to be a complete godsend to our family. . . .The timing and intensity
of the messages are truly a gift fromGod, and I am forever grateful to have Karen Noé and
heramazing gifts in my life.”— Tracy Dyer, Wayne’s daughter“Karen Noé is such a gift, and she
has helped countless peoplelearn how to heal and understand what happens after
someoneleaves us. I am forever grateful to her.”— Skye Dyer, Wayne’s daughter“Karen Noé is
the real deal. Her gift has singularly changed myperception of life after death. . . . Karen has
opened my heart andgiven me the gift of knowing that our loved ones are still with us,even after
they die. For that I will be forever grateful.”— Sommer Wayne Dyer Camp, Wayne’s
daughter“Karen’s ability to communicate on behalf of my dad is trulyastounding. I am so grateful
that my dad placed her in our lives.She is a blessing to the entire Dyer family.”— Serena Dyer,
Wayne’s daughter“This message from my father, through Karen Noé, allowed me tostay
confident in the direction of my dreams, and brought medeep peace just at the moment when I
needed it the most.”— Sands Dyer, Wayne’s son“Karen Noé has been an immeasurable guide in
helping me learn tohear and feel my dad from the other side. She has given my family andme
messages from my dad that are intensely personal and precise.I know without a doubt that



Karen is communicating with my dad.”— Saje Dyer, Wayne’s daughterALSO BY KAREN
NOÉThrough the Eyes of Another: A Medium’sGuide to Creating Heaven on Earthby
Encountering Your Life Review NowYour Life After Their Death:A Medium’s Guide to Healing
After a LossAll of the above are available at your local bookstore,or may be ordered by
visiting:Hay House USA: ®Hay House Australia:Hay House UK:Hay House India:Copyright ©
2018 by Karen NoéPublished and distributed in the United States by: Hay House, Inc.: ® •
Published and distributed in Australia by: HayHouse Australia Pty. Ltd.: • Published and
distributed in the United Kingdom by: Hay House UK, Ltd.: • Distributed in Canada by: Raincoast
Books: • Published in India by: Hay House Publishers India:Cover design: Angela Moody •
Interior design: Nick C. WelchAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced by any
mechanical, photographic, or electronic process, or in the form of a phonographic recording; nor
may it be stored in a retrieval system, transmitted, or otherwise be copied for public or private
use—other than for “fair use” as brief quotations embodied in articles and reviews—without prior
written permission of the publisher.The author of this book does not dispense medical advice or
prescribe the use of any technique as a form of treatment for physical, emotional, or medical
problems without the advice of a physician, either directly or indirectly. The intent of the author is
only to offer information of a general nature to help you in your quest for emotional, physical, and
spiritual well-being. In the event you use any of the information in this book for yourself, the
author and the publisher assume no responsibility for your actions.Cataloging-in-Publication
Datais on file with the Library of Congress978-1-4019-5231-010 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 11st
edition, March 2018Printed in the United States of AmericaTo Annabelle, Emily, and Miles,my
rays of sunshine.May you always have great dreams andthe faith to make them happen.I love
you so much!CONTENTSIntroductionPART I: THE PROFOUND TRUTHS OF THE WE
CONSCIOUSNESSChapter 1: The We ConsciousnessChapter 2: Becoming an Instrument of
PeacePART II: SELF-LOVEChapter 3: The Illusion of Being Separate from God and
OthersChapter 4: Pathways to Loving YourselfChapter 5: Benefits of Self-LoveChapter 6:
Remembering Who You AreChapter 7: Raising Your VibrationChapter 8: Letter WritingPART III:
COMPASSION FOR OTHERSChapter 9: Extending Your Peace OutwardChapter 10: Becoming
Partners in Peace with All Those in the Celestial RealmChapter 11: Compassion for All
Nonhuman Animals and the EnvironmentPART IV: SUMMING IT UP WITH MESSAGES FROM
WAYNE DYERChapter 12: Wayne Dyer Speaks: The Afterlife, We Concepts, and Other
MessagesChapter 13: Joining Together in LoveAppendix A: The 33 Concepts of the We
ConsciousnessAppendix B: The Dyer Family SpeaksAppendix C: Peace PrayersAppendix D:
Quotes about PeaceAppendix E: Organizations and Websites for PeaceAcknowledgmentsAbout
the AuthorINTRODUCTIONI’m so honored to be a spokesperson for this very important topic. A
number of significant events throughout my life have led me to write this book. Let me introduce
myself. My name is Karen Noé, and I’m a psychic medium. People frequently ask me if I’ve
always been able to connect with the celestial realm, and my answer remains the same: “I’ve
always been psychic, but not always a psychic medium.”When I was a child, my psychic abilities



manifested in multiple ways. I dreamed about things before they occurred, felt others’ emotions
as if they were my own, picked the “winning numbers” for my family, and so much more. I thought
everyone was able to do these things with such ease, but in my later years I realized that this
wasn’t always the case. (However, people can learn how to tap into their psychic powers!)I was
extremely close to God through my younger years and was very religious, looking outside of
myself for the answers. Now I consider myself more spiritual, and find all the answers within.
Back then, I believed in God from what others told me about him; now I know God from what I
have personally experienced.When I was a child, comparing myself to other children, I realized I
was different. I always felt compelled to get closer to God. I had read the Bible cover to cover
many times, and I prayed the rosary every day. I would walk to the local church by myself often,
and tried to attend Mass during the week, especially during Holy Week. I didn’t tell anyone about
what I was doing; I just did it. The more I felt my connection to God, the more I was aware of my
connection to everyone else, and the more my psychic abilities continued to increase.Then,
about 20 years ago, when I was not feeling emotionally or physically well, I sat at the edge of my
bed and asked God if I’d be okay. With that simple request, a huge glowing light began to come
toward me from the other side of the bedroom. I was stunned and inwardly shouted, If you are
not of God, please leave! Even after that request, the light continued to move toward me and
eventually enveloped me with a sense of complete, unconditional love. All the negativity that had
been within me dissolved in an instant, and I experienced an inner peace that words cannot
even begin to describe.Then I heard an audible voice say, “Luce, lucina, bella luce lucina.” Since
my grandparents were Italian, I knew what that meant—light, little light, beautiful little light. I
began to weep and just knew that everything would be okay. (And it was!) Through meditation
and dreams, I’ve since learned that the beautiful light was Saint Francis of Assisi. I had always
felt a strong connection to him, and now I was able to feel and hear him speak directly to
me.Shortly after the experience with the light, I also began receiving profound messages from
the angels. At first, the angelic messages were very strong. I then began receiving very
significant messages from deceased loved ones as well. I eventually gave in and followed my
intuitive guidance to relay these messages to others. These were what I call “without a doubt”
messages, with evidence that only the deceased and their living loved ones would know.The
rest is history. Word spread, and I was eventually booked several months—then years—ahead
of time. Primarily people have been coming to me to connect with their deceased loved ones.
I’ve been doing this for a number of years now, and I love seeing how much my abilities have
helped the living know that their deceased loved ones are truly with them.The Importance of
Raising My Energ y to Connect to an Even Higher RealmWhile I love giving and receiving
messages from the other side, within the last few years, I have really missed connecting with the
angels. I’ve also had many questions about life in general, but I wasn’t receiving any answers. I
finally realized the following very important concept: the answer to a question is never on the
same vibration as the question itself. In order to feel and receive messages from those in the
celestial realm, we must raise our vibration. When we are experiencing a negative emotion, such



as fear, anger, despair, grief, or jealousy, our vibrational frequency is not on par with the energy
of the angelic realm.For example, several months ago, I couldn’t stop thinking about a negative
situation that arose around me. While I was still able to receive messages from those who had
passed, I couldn’t feel or receive any messages from the angels, and I became very frustrated.I
decided to go for a long walk with my dog. In my mind, I began to yell at the angels, I know you
can hear me—but I can’t hear you! I need to hear from you again! I kept repeating this over and
over, but I didn’t feel any response. I then had the urge to look up in the sky and saw a cloud
shaped like a huge ear—with a finger inside of it. I didn’t sense any meaning in it other than it
being a very bizarre cloud formation.Continuing to rant and rave in my mind, I yelled at the
angels again, I know you can hear me—but I can’t hear you! Frustrated, I picked up my pace and
went home. As I arrived in front of my house a few minutes later, I suddenly noticed the gorgeous
flowers in my yard. I could hear the beautiful melody of the birds singing in the trees. I went
inside and felt so much love there. Feeling an abundance of appreciation for everything around
me, I remembered the unusual cloud formation. Only then did I understand what it had
meant.The angels were telling me that they were always speaking to me—but I had my finger in
my ear and wasn’t listening to them! When I was angry and upset, I couldn’t receive their
beautiful messages, not even the amazing sign they had given me, because I wasn’t on par with
their energy. When I was grateful and saw the beauty all around me, I could feel my connection
with the angels once again!How May I Serve?The yearning for more, however, continued. Still, I
tried to remain focused on the peace and love all around me. I began to repeat to myself: How
may I serve? How may I serve? I learned this phrase from Dr. Wayne Dyer, the internationally
renowned author in the field of self-development and, in my eyes, the greatest inspirational
speaker of all time. According to Wayne, if you ask the universe how you may serve, the universe
will turn around and respond with, “How may I serve you?”Because I always resonated with
Wayne’s teachings, I’d read most of his books and often listened to him speak. When my
daughter was in college, she and I went together to see him in Boston, where he discussed The
Power of Intention, his latest book at that time. After the event, my daughter wanted to stay so
that Wayne could sign her book. Even though the line was extremely long, when it was our turn,
he looked my daughter directly in the eyes and took the time to explain why it was important for
her to always follow her dreams. These sincere and loving moments confirmed what I had known
all along: this man stood for everything I believed and knew to be true. He cared and truly was an
instrument of peace.

Through the Eyes of Another: A Medium's Guide to Creating Heaven on Earth by Encountering
Your Life Review Now, Kindling the Native Spirit: Sacred Practices for Everyday Life, Dowsing:
The Ultimate Guide for the 21st Century, Resilience from the Heart: The Power to Thrive in Life's
Extremes, Power Words: Igniting Your Life with Lightning Force, Beyond Past Lives: What
Parallel Realities Can Teach Us about Relationships, Healing, and Transformation, Discover
Your Soul's Path Through the Akashic Records: Taking Your Life from Ordinary to Extraordinary,



A Deep Breath of Life: Daily Inspiration for Heart-Centered Living, Finding Your Soul Mate with
ThetaHealing, Your Hidden Symmetry: How Your Birth Date Reveals the Plan for Your Life,
Uplifting Prayers to Light Your Way: 200 Invocations for Challenging Times, Deliberate
Receiving: Finally, the Universe Makes Some Freakin' Sense!, The Hidden Power of Emotions:
How to Activate Your Energy Field and Transform Your Life, Life on Earth: Understanding Who
We Are, How We Got Here, and What May Lie Ahead, Soul Coaching: 28 Days to Discover Your
Authentic Self, Tune In: Let Your Intuition Guide You to Fulfillment and Flow



Danielle M., “Hope for Peace on Earth. I read this amazing book probably less than 24 hours. I
even woke up the other night around 2am and couldn't go back to sleep, so I decided to finish it
then... come 5am, I figured it was probably time to at least try and go back to sleep! This book
offers sincere hope for our planet and for "us"--not just as a people, but as a world truly
connected to animals, plants, and the entire Universe around us. As One. It confirmed so much
about what I've felt and known within about our connection to life after "death" and that this life is
merely a fragment of "time" in a vast sea of moments beyond our mind's current
comprehension...as Karen clarifies through Wayne's voice, until we leave this body and re-
member the "We" that we came from, and will return to once again. I loved reading Karen's
messages to Wayne's family, and the confirmation behind them, as well as the true hope for
peace on Earth. Highly recommend this book for anyone looking to contribute to the raising of
consciousness here on Earth, and to create peace within, and around us, in times of seemingly
apparent separation.”

Stella Carrier, “Spiritually Cheery. I unexpectedly came across this kindlebook that is We
Consciousness; 33 Profound Truths For Inner and Outer Peace by Karen Noe and certain
details in the kindlebook helped me to understand more the connection of the role of timing and
how there is more spiritual guidance available for a person than the mind can conceive and the
gentle reminder for a person to know that they are much more capable of realizing and achieving
certain goals . This kindlebook has an abundance of written spiritual information that pertains to
the certain details on the authors background, some ideas on raising one’s spiritual vibration, 33
concepts of the We Consciousness, the author gives added details pertaining to one of the
families connected with what she has written, organizations and websites for peace, and more.
An open mind on spiritual beliefs is beneficial for this type of kindlebook because We
Consciousness has themes of channeling and a person connecting to their spirit ally team (spirit
guides, guardian angels, ascended masters etc.).”

Jackie, “I am about 1/2 finished with this amazing book and can't put it down. I am about 1/2
finished with this amazing book and can't put it down! As I finished reading the concepts at the
beginning of the book I realized I had tears in my eyes. Their simplicity and beauty resonated so
deeply with me, I felt as though this book was written just for me! I know that whoever reads this
book (and everyone should) will feel the same. I have read all of Karen's previous books and
have loved them all, but this book feels like a living breathing spirit. I know I will read it over and
over. This book and the messages within it are exactly what our world needs now at this point in
our history.  Please read this book and share Karen's message!”

Mary, “This one book has made such a positive difference in my life!. I bought this beautiful book
a few years ago because my heart and soul were craving peace and positivity. Karen Noe’s book



has not disappointed. Every chapter guides your spirit to reach higher and higher. We are at a
turning point in history, on this planet earth. We all can and need to make a positive difference
not only for ourselves, but for our family, friends, the entire planet. I have been reminded, reading
this book, that we don’t need to get discouraged with the state of the world, but we need only to
look toward the light that is within all of us. The last few years have been so unexpected, and so
challenging with the pandemic. I feel we could all use some help on getting on a positive path. I
promise that this book will take you to that path.”

Jenine, “Peace, truth, love, wisdom....love this book!. Karen Noe is a gifted medium who I had
the opportunity to get to know both personally and spiritually. And her book, “We Consciouness”
is everything Karen embodies in person. This book is like a blueprint so that we could also raise
our vibration of pure love. Excellent read.”

Rita Ferraro, “That is how you will feel after you read We Consciousness It’s a wonderful book
that will give you the tools to help .... A must read!!! I have had the privilege of attending many of
Karen Noe s classes since I livein the tri state area, and when you leave any of her classes you
feel a sense of pure peace and calmness, positivity and that all is right or can be right with the
world . That is how you will feel after you read We Consciousness It’s a wonderful book that will
give you the tools to help yourself ,and others and our beautiful planet.I highly recccomend this
book. Rita”

Linda Nanos, “This book will uplift your spirit.. Profound truth about the nature of our human
experience is on every compelling page. The knowledge I gained from this book supported me
emotionally and spiritually through the deaths of two family members within 3 weeks. My views
about life and death were shaped and focused by "We Consciousness."”

D.F. Morrison, “If you only read one book to read in 2018, please read the new book from Karen
Noe!. Everything happens at the perfect time and this would be the case in the release of this
new book from Karen Noe.If you read only one book in 2018, I sincerely wish for you to read this
amazing work.I just finished the book and will reread it over and over.It truly lifts the Soul and
gives you hope for the future and continues to remind me that we are all energy that never ends.I
especially love the recap of the 33 Concepts on page 143.It is my go to section to help me stay
focused when life’s challenges arise.”

Lorraine Rooney, “Definitely recommend great read. Really enjoyed this bookGives a great
insight into who we are, how we are connected and how to work togetherLove the 33
consciousness practicesIt’s all about mindfulness”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love and Peace for all. Best book I've read about creating your own and
world love and peace.”



Sarah Geale, “Beautiful Channelled Material. A simple, engaging road map for applying Spirit's
wisdom to your day to day life.  Highly recommend.”

SJ, “Great book!. Love this book. Full of profound spiritual truths explained in an easy to
understand way”

The book by Karen Noe has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 110 people have provided feedback.
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